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Abstract
Introduction The bicoid (bcd) gene in Drosophila has served as a paradigm for a morphogen in textbooks for 
decades. Discovered in 1986 as a mutation affecting anterior development in the embryo, its expression pattern as 
a protein gradient later confirmed the prediction from transplantation experiments. These experiments suggested 
that the protein fulfills the criteria of a true morphogen, with the existence of a homeodomain crucial for activation 
of genes along the anterior-posterior axis, based on the concentration of the morphogen. The bcd gene undergoes 
alternative splicing, resulting in, among other isoforms, a small and often neglected isoform with low abundance, 
which lacks the homeodomain, termed small bicoid (smbcd). Most importantly, all known classical strong bcd alleles 
used in the past to determine bcd function apparently do not affect the function of this isoform.

Results To overcome the uncertainty regarding which isoform regulates what, I removed the bcd locus entirely 
using CRISPR technology. bcdCRISPR eggs exhibited a short and round appearance. The phenotype could be ascribed 
to smbcd because all bcd alleles affecting the function of the major transcript, termed large bicoid (lgbcd) showed 
normally sized eggs. Several patterning genes for the embryo showed expression in the oocyte, and their expression 
patterns were altered in bcdCRISPR oocytes. In bcdCRISPR embryos, all downstream segmentation genes showed 
altered expression patterns, consistent with the expression patterns in “classical” alleles; however, due to the altered 
egg geometry resulting in fewer blastoderm nuclei, additional constraints came into play, further affecting their 
expression patterns.

Conclusions This study unveils a novel and fundamental role of bcd in shaping the egg’s geometry. This discovery 
demands a comprehensive revision of our understanding of this important patterning gene and prompts a 
reevaluation of past experiments conducted under the assumption that bcd mutants were bcdnull-mutants.
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Introduction
The bicoid (bcd) gene in Drosophila and its product, the 
morphogenetic gradient have fascinated researchers 
for decades (reviewed by [1]. Historically, the gene was 
identified in a screen for maternal mutants responsible 
for anterior development [2]. It was demonstrated that 
cytoplasmic transplantations from anterior cytoplasm 
could elicit a response at the recipient’s egg and gener-
ate anterior structures, indicating the presence of a sub-
stance capable of inducing anterior structures. In the 
same year, another group cloned the bcd gene using a 
DNA homology-based approach [3] confirming its ante-
rior expression and the formation of an mRNA gradi-
ent at blastoderm stage. Two years later, the Bcd protein 
gradient was demonstrated through antibody staining 
[4]. However, the previously demonstrated mRNA gra-
dient [3] was neglected and a new model was presented, 
the SDD model [4], reviewed by [1]. In this model, S 
stands for synthesis, D diffusion and D for degradation, 
representing a simplified model for the diffusion of Bcd 
throughout the cytoplasm, based on the French-Flag 
model [5], itself rooted on Alan Turing’s reaction–diffu-
sion model [6]. Bcd became the first demonstrated mor-
phogen to fulfill all the predictions of the properties of a 
diffusible factor synthesized at a source and eliciting dif-
ferent cell fates based on concentration. This served as 
a paradigm for morphogens in biological textbooks for 
over two decades. However, in 2007, doubts were raised 
about the diffusion constant being too low to reach pos-
terior positions [7], a concern that was eventually cor-
rected and found to be sufficiently high [8–10]. Notably, 
the SDD model was deemed too simplistic. While initial 
support for broad posterior diffusion came from studies 
using fluorescent dextran particles injected at the ante-
rior pole [11], it took some time to refute this notion. Bcd 
movement was revealed to be limited to the cortex [1, 7, 
12], with the inner yolk acting as a barrier, preventing any 
movement. Only when the internal barrier, the yolk, was 
compromised using microtubule-degrading drugs did 
Bcd movement conform to the SDD model and the dex-
tran particle movement, showing broad posterior move-
ment in the inner yolk [12].

In 2009, a new model of gradient formation, the ARTS 
model (A standing for active, R for RNA, T for transport, 
S for synthesis) was proposed [1, 13–15]. This model inte-
grated an old observation from 1986, where an mRNA 
gradient was noted [3], suggesting that the bcd mRNA 
was transported from the anterior pole with the help of 
microtubules (MTs) to the posterior, forming a gradient. 
An essential step in gradient formation was reported to 
occur during mid/late nuclear cycle 14 when the mRNA 
was transported from the basal to the apical side, estab-
lishing a gradient extending to at least 40% of the egg 
length [3, 13, 14]. This mRNA gradient was proposed 

to serve as the source for translation of the bcd mRNA, 
forming the Bcd protein gradient.

Soon after, another report [16] challenged this idea, 
asserting that the mRNA gradient was nearly absent and 
that 90% of the mRNA concentrated within the anterior-
most 20% of the embryo. However, this report had a sig-
nificant flaw as it relied on insufficiently fixed embryos, 
leading to extensive tissue loss. Notably, the preserva-
tion of the mRNA of the cortical cytoplasm, also termed 
periplasm, was compromised, as the embryos did not 
survive the steps of FISH very well, exhibiting abrasion 
of the periplasm often up to the layer of the nuclei. This 
resulted in a misleading conclusion that the bcd mRNA 
was degraded uniformly at early nc14, with no basal-to-
apical movement of the mRNA detected. As no periplas-
mic mRNA was present, no long periplasmic bcd mRNA 
gradient formation was observed. The failure to prop-
erly preserve the integrity of tissues raises further ques-
tions about the overall preservation of mRNA within the 
embryos discussed in this report.

All classical bcd mutants originate from an initial 
screen for maternal mutants, which yielded 11 dif-
ferent bcd alleles [2, 17]. Complementary alleles were 
obtained from screens conducted at later time points 
[18–20]. Notably, all mutant alleles were derived from 
EMS screens, resulting in single base pair changes in 
most cases (Fig. 1D). However, due to the presence of the 
homeodomain (Fig. 1B) dominating the gene’s function, 
strong alleles exhibiting anterior patterning defects were 
favored, while the weaker alleles with milder to no ante-
rior phenotype were often overlooked. Over time, many 
original bcd mutant stocks failed to yield homozygous 
bcd females, likely due to additional lethal hits. Conse-
quently, bcd− mutant mothers could only be obtained in 
trans to another bcd allele, hampering structure-function 
analyses. This limitation led a group creating a well-
defined bcd mutant and developing a strong CRISPR-
based bcd allele using a MiMIC cassette inserted into the 
first intron (Fig. 1D), with the idea that the splice event 
would create trans-splicing between exon 1 of bcd and 
the first available exon on the MiMIC cassette [21]. This 
event resulted in a short and truncated Bcd protein with-
out the homeodomain. The resulting bcd mutant faith-
fully recapitulated the appearance of the strongest bcd 
alleles [21]. In a recent study [22], a complete removal of 
the bcd locus based on CRISPR technology was achieved. 
However, no in-depth analysis was conducted using this 
allele.

The first molecular description of bcd [23] revealed that 
the gene produced two types of mRNA through alterna-
tive splicing. The large splice product was the focus of 
the study due to its large abundance and harboring the 
homeo-domain, while the small transcript was shown 
to be generated through a splice event omitting exon 2 
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and 3 (and thus the homeodomain), joining exon 1 and 
4. Among the many cDNAs isolated from the locus, 
one cDNA (c53.46.5) confirmed the proposed alter-
native splicing event. Unfortunately, due to the small 

transcript’s low abundance and constraints during the 
printing process, the band of the small transcript was no 
longer visible in the actual reproduction of the North-
ern blot. Since the small transcript appeared to lack 

Fig. 1 Genomics of the bcd locus. (A) Original bcd Northern filter from [23], rescanned and adjusted to denote the 1.6 kb smbcd transcript that was not 
visible in the original publication due to printing constraints. smbcd is considerably less abundant than lgbcd but is expressed much broader during de-
velopment. Stages and intervals where polyA+ RNAs were collected are indicated at the bottom. (B) Top, domain structure of large Bicoid with annotated 
domains; bottom, domain structure of small Bicoid. Notably, Smbcd lacks the DNA-binding activity of the homeodomain (bright blue) and the COOH-
terminal part of the self-inhibitory domain (SID; yellow), compare in Fig. 1C. (C) Sequence of the SID domain from different insects (from top: Lonchoptera 
lutea, Musca domestica, Lucilia sericata, Calliphora vicina, Drosophila virilis, Drosophila sechellia, Drosophila simulans, Drosophila melanogaster) aligned, with 
100% identities annotated by asterisks below. Blue dashed line denotes borders of exon 1 and exon 2, green dashed box denotes core part of the SID. The 
amino acid sequence of Smbcd, where exon 1 and 4 (in red) are joined, is indicated below. AAAAA denotes mutagenized amino acids, and the resulting 
changes in Bcd activity are indicated in percentages compared to wild-type Bcd [30]. The fusion of exon 1 to exon 4 to create smbcd has been document-
ed in Drosophila melanogaster, all Drosophilidae and Lucilia sericata so far. (D) Molecular map of the bcd locus, illustrating genome organization, strengths, 
and mapped molecular lesions of bcd mutants, extent of the homology to bcd pseudogene CR14578, and outline of the CRISPR-mediated deletion with 
HDR. The bcd gene exhibits alternative splicing, generating five transcripts, two of which - large bicoid (lgbcd) and small bicoid (smbcd) - are displayed. In 
the latter, exons 2 and 3 are omitted. Three other seemingly minor alternative splice events were also reported (FlyBase). Mutants with mapped molecular 
lesions [34] fall into three classes, classification according to [17]: strong (red) and intermediately strong (orange) alleles reveal lesions, primarily as point 
mutations (asterisks) around the homeodomain (light blue). A MiMIC allele results in a truncated protein due to integration into the first intron. Three 
alleles are weak ones (green) and show lesions outside the homeodomain. Allele names are indicated above the lesion as FlyBase name, followed by the 
original name from [17]. The 3 L-region in the heterochromatin harbors a large stretch of bcd homologous sequences with almost 100% DNA sequence 
identity, annotated as an inactive pseudogene CR14578 (green). The extent of the CRISPR-mediated deletion of the genomic bcd region and subsequent 
replacement with an eyeless-DsRed cassette is shown in pink
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function, being without the homeodomain, it was virtu-
ally neglected over the last three decades. To distinguish 
between the two isoforms, they are now referred to as 
large bicoid (lgbcd) and small bicoid (smbcd).

Since the function of smbcd is likely unaffected in all 
classical bcd alleles, I aimed to create a clear situation 
to understand the comprehensive role of the entire bcd 
locus. To achieve this, the entire bcd locus was deleted 
using CRISPR technology. Complete removal of bcd 
uncovered a new function for bcd in shaping the egg 
geometry, resulting in eggs that are short but round with 
fewer blastoderm nuclei. This mechanism is likely to be 
controlled by smbcd and not by lgbcd, thereby adding a 
new and fundamental function for bcd during oogenesis.

Results
In the past four decades, a plethora of data on Drosoph-
ila bicoid (bcd) function, appearance and its definition 
as the first morphogen have been generated. This data 
largely relied on the analysis of the isoform containing 
the homeodomain, as reviewed by [1, 24–27].

While the original publication of the cloning and 
the subsequent molecular analysis uncovered precious 
details [23], an essential detail went unnoticed due to 
print constraints during the reproduction of the original 
Northern analysis of the bcd gene. Specifically, a small 
and considerably less abundant isoform of the bcd tran-
script, a 1.6  kb transcript termed small bicoid (smbcd) 
was simply not visible in the figure. Moreover, this 1.6 kb 
transcript was barely mentioned in the text due to the sig-
nificance of the larger 2.6 kb transcript, now termed large 
bicoid (lgbcd). As a consequence, smbcd was largely for-
gotten for the next 35 years, with the exception of a 2013 
publication by [28] where it showed no effect in the assay, 
reconfirming the notion that it is probably not impor-
tant. I received the original autoradiogram from the co-
author who performed the Northern analysis in the 1988 
study [23], rescanned it once more to reveal the pres-
ence of both transcripts (Fig. 1A). smbcd is considerably 
less abundant but shows a much broader developmental 
expression profile than lgbcd, also being expressed dur-
ing larval and pupal stages. Densitometric measurements 
indicate that in the 0–2 h lane, lgbcd is expressed roughly 
200 times more strongly than smbcd.

smbcd arises through alternative splicing between 
exon 1 and 4, as illustrated in Fig. 1D. This splice event 
excludes exon 2 and 3, resulting in a small protein of 149 
amino acids that lacks the homeodomain, as depicted in 
Fig. 1B. Intriguingly, this splice event appears to be evo-
lutionary conserved. The reading frame to join exons 1 
and 4 is conserved in many analyzed insect species, with 
confirmation obtained in Drosophila melanogaster, all 
Drosophilidae sequenced and Lucilia sericata to date. 
Notably, the splice event removes the carboxy-terminal 

part of a domain that possesses a regulatory function 
on the transcriptional activity of Lgbcd, termed the self-
inhibitory domain (SID, Fig. 1B, C; [29, 30]. This domain 
was shown to have a tremendous effect on the transcrip-
tional activity of Lgbcd. Mutations of 5 amino acids, 
either almost congruent to the last amino acids of exon 
1 or the first amino acids of exon 2 (Fig. 1C), provoked 
dramatic changes in the transcriptional activity of Lgbcd, 
revealing a 25-fold increase when exon 1 amino acids 
were altered, or a nearly 70-fold decrease when amino 
acids from exon 2 were altered [30]. Since Smbcd results 
from of joining exon 1 and 4 (Fig.  1C), Smbcd has the 
potential to act as a transcriptional repressor for Lgbcd, 
mimicking a situation where amino acids of exon 2 were 
altered. Moreover, Lgbcd prefers to bind to other Bcd 
molecules when transcriptionally active, and the inter-
action was defined as being located NH2-terminally of 
the SID [31, 32]. Hence, it is conceivable that Smbcd and 
Lgbcd can interact, most likely resulting in the down-
regulation of the transcriptional activity of Lgbcd. Unfor-
tunately, smbcd was neglected and forgotten, and its role 
as a potential transcriptional regulator of Lgbcd was not 
discussed, nor was the congruence of the splice event 
and the altered transcriptional activity recognized [30]. 
Smbcd still harbors the PRD repeat [3] and the majority 
of an acidic domain (Fig. 1B).

Considerable efforts were made in the past to isolate 
bcd mutants, with a clear bias toward obtaining strong 
alleles [2, 17–19], many of which turned out to be muta-
tions around and within the homeodomain (Fig. 1D, red 
and orange asterisks). Notably, all classical bcd muta-
tions are unlikely to affect smbcd. Another strong bcd 
mutant was generated by CRISPR-mediated insertion 
of a MiMIC cassette [33], inserting the cassette into the 
first intron and providing trans-splicing between exon 
1 and the next exon on the MiMIC cassette [21]. Again, 
this mutation is unlikely to affect smbcd. Three weak bcd 
mutations were recovered (Fig. 1D, green asterisks), with 
two showing lesions in the PEST domain, and another 
one showing a lesion in exon 4, common to both lgbcd 
and smbcd (Fig.  1D). The latter one, termed bcd2–13 [2, 
34], now designated as bcd2 by FlyBase [35]; Fig.  1D), 
when analyzed in trans to a bcd deficiency, revealed 
an almost complete wild-type cuticle pattern [17, 36]. 
Hence, the only allele also affecting smbcd was largely 
neglected as well.

Due to the apparent lack of a genetic situation where 
the complete bcd locus was deleted and to gain further 
insights into the function of smbcd, I opted to eliminate 
the complete function of bcd by deleting the entire locus 
using CRISPR. However, two major pitfalls exist for this 
approach. The first and less conspicuous one, is the exis-
tence of a bcd pseudogene, termed CR14578 (FlyBase; 
[3, 35], located in the heterochromatic region of 3  L. 
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This pseudogene shares almost 100% DNA sequence 
identity with over 2/3 of the bcd genomic region, includ-
ing the homeodomain (Fig.  1D, green), but lacks a pro-
moter, a transcription start site and upstream regulatory 
sequences. Furthermore, the entire exon 4 and the bcd 
3’UTR are lacking, and no transcriptional activity was 
documented [37]. CR14578 was discovered in the homol-
ogy screen that also allowed the isolation of the bcd 
gene [3]. Hence, any attempt to derive gRNA sequences 
common to both genes would inevitably lead to low effi-
cacy. The second pitfall is the erroneous opinion that the 
homeodomain located on exon 3 would be the prime tar-
get and sufficient for inactivation of the bcd gene, dem-
onstrated in the past when strategies for a bcd knock-out 
were designed [21].

To address the problems described above, gRNAs were 
designed to target sequences outside of CR14578. This 
resulted in a deletion of approximately 3485  bp within 
the bcd genomic region, spanning from the transcrip-
tion start site to nearly the complete end of the 3´UTR 
(Fig.  1D, pink). Using homology-directed repair (HDR), 
the genomic region was then replaced by approximately 
1.4  kb of sequences comprising an eyeless promoter 
controlling the expression of DsRed-Express, flanked 
by Lox-P sites (Rainbow Transgenic Flies Inc.), creating 
an allele termed bcdCRISPR. In another study [22], a simi-
lar deletion was introduced to create a second bcdCRISPR 
allele, termed ∆bcdCRISPR. However, no in-depth analysis 
was conducted using this allele.

bcdCRISPR flies behaved identically as any of the classical 
bcd alleles, showing a strict maternal phenotype. Homo-
zygous bcdCRISPR females exhibited a normal body size, 
but their abdomen was often wider than normal (data not 
shown). The main reason was that their ovarioles were 
somewhat shorter but wider, hence appearing round 
(Fig. 2A), as did a single egg (brown arrowhead, Fig. 2A). 
A mixture between bcdCRISPR embryos (Fig.  2B, brown 
arrowheads) and wild-type embryos (Fig. 2B, blue arrow-
heads) revealed the difference. This distinct geometry 
prompted me to measure the aspect ratio (length/width) 
of the two type of eggs as shown in Fig.  2C, measure-
ments according to [38]. Whereas the value of the aspect 
ratio in control wild-type embryos centered around 2,38 
(n = 26; Fig. 2C, blue bars), that of bcdCRISPR embryos was 
considerably smaller, 1.83 (n = 32), but showed more vari-
ation (Fig.  2C, brown bars). There is an important phe-
notypic distinction between round eggs, which have a 
decreased egg length and increased width, and short eggs, 
which only have a decrease in egg length. Both defects 
result in a reduced aspect ratio. In each of the indepen-
dent 9 bcdCRISPR lines obtained from the mutagenesis 
experiment, egg length was significantly decreased, and 
egg width was increased (data not shown). These obser-
vations suggested that bcdCRISPR flies produce round eggs. 

bcdE1/bcdCRISPR transheterozygous or bcdE1/bcdE1 homo-
zygous eggs (the bcdE1 allele was commonly used in most 
reports in the past, Fig.  1D), produced normally-sized 
embryos [2, 17]. Since smbcd is not affected in bcdE1 
mutants (Fig.  1D), there is a strong indication that the 
short and round egg phenotype is primarily due to smbcd 
and not due to lgbcd. Consistent with this observation is 
that a bcd2–13 embryo, mentioned above, and as shown in 
[39] is substantially smaller than the other embryos of the 
bcd phenotypic series. Finally, the notion that the small 
egg phenotype is primarily due to smbcd is supported by 
analyses of smbcd mutant eggs which also reveal small 
and round eggs (S. B., in preparation).

Intimately linked to the egg chamber are the eggshell 
structures that house the egg chamber and later also the 
embryo. A prominent structure on the dorsal side are the 
dorsal appendages (da) that arise from specialized dor-
sal follicle cells [40]; Fig. 2D, E). These structures appear 
as long fine threads. In bcdCRISPR mutants, the append-
ages were much shorter but thicker (Fig. 2A, F, G), akin 
to changes of egg geometry in the mutants. However, 
the position and shape of the micropyle, another struc-
ture of the eggshell [41] remained unchanged in bcdCRISPR 
mutants (Fig. 2D, F, G; mp, yellow arrows).

Prompted by the changed egg geometry in bcdCRISPR 
mutants, I reasoned that the layout of the different germ 
layers in the bcdCRISPR mutant embryo would be changed. 
To investigate this, I stained wild-type and mutant eggs 
with a panel of antibodies to determine the fate of the dif-
ferent tissues. 3-D reconstructions of embryos, stained 
with important tissue markers and recorded by wide-
spread confocal stacks, were produced. This allowed 
monitoring the spatial changes of the different tissues in 
the mutant. The mutant embryo (Fig. 2I) exhibited sev-
eral defects. The first one concerned a clear asymmetry 
regarding the size of the duplicated posterior tissues 
(dashed line). There was an apparent disorganization of 
the musculature (green), to a lesser extent in the authen-
tic posterior tissue, but pronounced in the duplicated 
tissues, suggesting that the tissue patterning was not 
determined properly. Neuronal tissues were induced (yel-
low, red), but were interrupted at the mirror plane, evi-
dent by the ruptured commissures. Endodermal tissues, 
such as the hindgut (yellow), appeared duplicated in the 
correct anterior-posterior direction. Lastly, the germ 
cells (in red) were absent in the duplicated posterior part. 
Regarding the scaling of internal organ to match the size 
of artificially size-reduced embryos [42], comparable 
organs, such as the hindgut or neuronal tissue, exhibited 
scaling in the duplicated anterior tissues.

While tissue analysis of faulty tissue organization 
allowed for a crude allocation of the defects in the 
mutant embryo, the analysis of the cuticle pattern served 
as a precise tool for determining how a gene influences 
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the patterning of the anterior-posterior axis of the 
embryo. As a reference for the bcd mutant, a bcd RNAi 
line (bcdHMC04767) with a dsRNA target in exon 3 specific 
for lgbcd, as well as the bcd pseudogene CR14578, was 
used. When bcdHMC04767 was driven by a strong maternal 
driver V32, it exhibited a strong bcd phenotype (Fig. 2J), 

with abdominal segments A8-A5 present and appearing 
normal. Anteriorly, fused abdominal segments A7-A5 
and the filzkörper (fk) were duplicated and arranged 
mirror-invertedly, but the latter was not fully devel-
oped. Notably, A8 was missing and therefore, not dupli-
cated, creating an asymmetry with respect to the axis of 

Fig. 2 bcd is required for the shape of the egg. (A) dissected ovarioles of bcdCRISPR mothers, showcasing an overall round appearance, along with a single 
late-staged oocyte (brown arrowhead). (B) egg collection displaying a mixture of wild-type eggs (blue arrowheads) and bcdCRISPR eggs (brown arrow-
heads). (C) aspect ratio calculated as length/width, as outlined in the figure of dechorionated control embryos (blue bars, n = 26, mean 2.38) and dechori-
onated bcdCRISPR embryos (brown bars, n = 32, mean 1.83), with measurements following [38]. (D, E) wild-type eggs, presented in lateral (D) and dorsal (E) 
views to illustrate the morphology of dorsal appendages. (F, G) bcdCRISPR eggs, shown in lateral (F) and dorsal (G) views, revealing shorter but thicker dorsal 
appendages. (H-I) embryonic stage 15 3D-embryos from a confocal stack using different protein stainings and colors to stain various tissues: b3-Tubulin 
(green) stains muscles; Runt (yellow) stains neuronal nuclei of the CNS and brain and the hindgut (yellow arrow), a combination of mab BP102 and Vasa 
(red) stains the ventral chord and germ cell (GC), respectively, of a wild-type embryo in (H) and a bcdCRISPR embryo in (I). Note the irregular duplicated 
musculature at the anterior and the interrupted CNS in (I). Also observe the asymmetry of the embryo regarding the duplicated posterior end (dashed 
line). (J) cuticle phenotype from a cross of a bcd RNAi line, bcdHMC04767 x V32 (maternal driver) creating a stronger phenotype than any of the “classical” 
bcd alleles [2, 36]. (K) bcdCRISPR cuticle exhibiting a rounder shape and a phenotype even stronger than that in (J). (L) extreme, but less frequent bcdCRISPR 
phenotype. Note the short and round phenotype as a result of the superimposed egg geometry and embryonic patterning phenotype of complete loss 
of bcd. The red arrow points towards a small circle of denticles infrequently seen in some embryos, see also supplemental Fig. 1G. Dashed lines in (I-L) 
denote planes of symmetry for duplication of posterior tissues to the anterior side, best seen as duplications of the filzkörper (fk) as a marker for posterior 
identity. All embryos are oriented anterior to the left and dorsal side up, unless otherwise noted
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reflection. These results were consistent with previous 
analyses on bcd cuticles using various bcd RNAi lines and 
varying the amount of GAL4 activity [43].

In bcdCRISPR mutants, a wide range of cuticle phe-
notypes was observed (Fig. S1; [2, 17, 43, 44], with the 
phenotype in Fig.  2K representing the most frequent 
pattern defect. In rare cases, a weak anterior patterning 
defect was observed (Fig. S1D), along with an increasing 
frequency of stronger anterior patterning defects (Fig. 
S1E-G). Embryos of the most frequent pattern defect 
were round and exhibited A8-A5 on the posterior side 
(Fig.  2K), but the content of the duplicated posterior 
end was not identical to that in the RNAi line (Fig.  2J); 
instead, it revealed A8 as an independent unit, with only 
A7-A5 fused. In rarer cases of bcdCRISPR cuticles, very 
round embryos were visible with only A8-A6 apparent 
and appearing duplicated anteriorly (Fig.  2L). Interest-
ingly, in more severe bcdCRISPR cuticles, the formation 
of the duplicated anterior filzkörper was complete, in 
contrast to that of the bcdHMC04767 allele (Fig.  2J) or the 
weaker phenotypes (Fig. S1D-F). The completeness 
appeared to depend on the geometry of the embryo, as 
previously noted [17, 44]. It is worth noting that anterior 
cuticle defects were occasionally discovered in larvae 
from heterozygous bcdCRISPR females, where T1 and T2 

patterning was poorly manifested or largely absent (Fig. 
S1B, C). In conclusion, the complete removal of both 
smbcd and lgbcd had a more significant impact on the 
shape of the embryo and resulted in more severe pattern 
defects than the removal of lgbcd alone. However, both 
genetic backgrounds still exhibited a wide variation of 
phenotypes.

Preliminary analysis of smbcd expression revealed that 
there is robust expression in the germinal vesicle (GV) 
(S. B., in preparation). Historically, only a few proteins 
have been described to be expressed in the GV, with the 
prevailing belief that the GV is barely transcriptionally 
active, except during oocyte stage 10a [45]. To explore 
this further, I conducted a screening for the expres-
sion of patterning genes in the GV, focusing on candi-
date genes for interaction with bcd based on interaction 
data from the embryo [35]. The first significant hit was 
hunchback (hb) (Fig.  3A), revealing expression not only 
in the nurse cell nuclei but also in the GV. Notably, this 
expression has not been reported previously. Again, Hb 
expression in the oocyte was often overlooked in the 
past, due to its established importance for segmentation 
in the embryo. Next, lesswright (lwr), a gene implicated in 
Lgbcd import into the nuclei during early embryogenesis 
[46] showed a similar GV localization (Fig.  3B), except 

Fig. 3 Expression of axis-patterning genes in wild-type and bcdCRISPR oocytes. (A) wild-type stage 10 oocyte stained for Hunchback (Hb); both the nurse 
cell nuclei (NCn) and the germinal vesicle (GV, arrow) exhibit Hb staining. Insert displays a magnification of the GV staining (red) along with DAPI (blue). 
(B) wild-type stage 10 oocyte stained for Lesswright (Lwr); the position of the germinal vesicle (GV) is indicated with an arrow. Insert features a magnifica-
tion of the GV staining (red) along with DAPI (blue). (C) wild-type stage 10 oocyte stained for Maelstrom (Mael); the position of the germinal vesicle (GV) 
is indicated with an arrow. Insert shows a magnification of the GV staining (red) along with DAPI (blue). (D-H) bcdCRISPR ovariole stained for Staufen (D, 
green), Oskar (E, red), Caudal (F, yellow), DAPI (G, blue) and merge in (H). Posteriorly, Staufen shows partial mislocalization (green arrowheads and arrows 
in D). Oskar staining at the apices of follicle cells is unspecific staining of the mouse anti Osk antibody. (I-K) bcdCRISPR oocyte string stained for Hb (I, red), 
DAPI (J, blue) and merge in (K). Hb staining is no longer detectable in the GV (stippled red arrow in I, arrows in GV nucleus (GVN) in J and K), while the 
nurse cells nuclei still express Hb. (N, O) bcdCRISPR stage 8 oocyte, Lwr (N) and Mael (O) expressions are unaffected in the GV (arrows). The insert between 
(N) and (O) shows a merge of Lwr, Mael and DAPI staining. All oocytes are oriented anterior to the left. Stages of oogenesis follow the classification of [83]
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for being excluded what appeared to be the Cajal body 
(Fig. 3B, insert). The Cajal body is a subnuclear organelle 
involved in various cellular processes, and its exclusion in 
this context may suggest specific regulatory mechanisms. 
Finally, maelstrom (mael), a gene of the spindle (spn) class 
of segmentation genes, which produces eggshells with 
variable anteroposterior and dorsoventral axis defects 
[47] showed a prominent GV expression (Fig. 3C).

Several decades ago, translation of lgbcd was claimed 
to not occur during oogenesis [4], recently refuted by 
[48], who showed Lgbcd expression during late stages of 
oogenesis at the anterior rim of the oocyte, in a pattern 
reminiscent of that of the mRNA. Hence, since in the past 
control of other maternal genes by bcd was considered 
unlikely, thorough analyses on the role of bcd on other 
maternal genes were not conducted. To correct this pic-
ture and to define the function of bcd during oogenesis, I 
looked at the expression pattern of some anterior-poste-
rior patterning genes in bcdCRISPR mutants. The first one 
was staufen (stau) which revealed a slightly disorganized 
protein localization at early stages (Fig. 3D, arrowheads), 
while during later stages, posterior localization was 
incomplete with particles remaining in the bulk of the 
oocyte (Fig.  3D, arrows). oskar (osk) during early stages 
showed a distinct protein localization adjacent to the 
GV (Fig. 3E, arrow); however, its later posterior localiza-
tion at the polar plasm was not affected, suggesting that 
complete removal of the bcd locus did not affect the MT-
based localization process. caudal (cad), another seg-
mentation gene showed strong expression in wild-type 
oocytes (data not shown), although its expression pro-
file was sparsely documented during this stage [49] and 
no maternal Cad protein localization was reported. In 
bcdCRISPR mutants, Cad localization appeared unchanged 
during all stages, however, its expression levels were dra-
matically increased during early stages (Fig.  3F), con-
sistent and in analogy to the documented translational 
repression of cad by Bcd in the embryo [50]; Fig. 4).

I then asked if the peculiar GV stainings of patterning 
genes would be dependent on bcd. To this end, I ana-
lyzed their patterns in bcdCRISPR oocytes. Hb, a direct 
target of bcd in the embryo [51, 52], revealed absence in 
GV staining (Fig. 3I, stippled arrow), while expression in 
the nurse cell nuclei was unaffected, suggesting a distinct 
regulation of processes in the GV compared to those 
in the NCs. Lwr and Mael expression in the GV, on the 
other hand, were unaffected in bcdCRISPR mutant oocytes 
(Fig. 3N, O), also with respect to subnuclear localization 
within the GV.

As for the dependence of prominent segmentation 
genes on bcd in the embryo, most of them relied on lgbcd 
activity (Fig. 4), as could be expected based on previous 
analyses using the classical bcd alleles [43, 53]. However, 
the geometry of bcdCRISPR eggs changed dramatically 

compared to that of the relatively normal “classical” bcd 
alleles [2, 17], introducing a new constraint: due to the 
reduced volume of the egg, not all of the approximately 
6000 nuclei that normally populate the wild-type blas-
toderm embryo [54] found space at the cortex. Instead, 
a considerably lower number of nuclei assembled at the 
cortex. As evident in Fig.  4N, the bcdCRISPR blastoderm 
embryo could host only around 70–75 nuclei along the 
dorsal side, compared to 106 ± 3 nuclei in wild-type 
embryos [55]. My method of measuring the number of 
nuclei differed from that described in [44]. I measured 
from the middle of the anterior tip to the middle of the 
posterior tip in single mid-sagittal confocal sections 
(Fig. 4N; [12, 13], hence the number in this study is larger 
than that of [44]. Of note, the interior yolk did not con-
tain any excess nuclei that could not move to the periph-
ery during cortical migration [56], nor was there a double 
layer of nuclei present at the cortex. I can conclude that 
in the bcdCRISPR mutant background, there is a system in 
play that adapts the final number of nuclei to the size of 
the embryo. Whether this step involves modulating the 
activity of nuclear divisions or degrading existing nuclei 
is currently unclear.

Since Stau localization in the oocyte was compromised 
in bcdCRISPR mutants, a similar behavior in the early 
embryo was anticipated. Indeed, posterior accumulation 
was compromised as well (Fig. 4A, E), indicating that not 
all Stau protein accumulated at the posterior rim, which 
later becomes the polar plasm. Moreover, since the bcd 
mRNA was crucial for Stau localization to the anterior 
pole [57], Stau did not localize anteriorly in a bcdCRISPR 
embryo at all (Fig.  4A, F, stippled arrow). On the other 
hand, posterior Osk localization in the polar plasm was 
unaffected (Fig. 4B), as observed in the oocyte (Fig. 3E). 
In later staged bcdCRISPR embryos, e.g., at syncytial blas-
toderm during nc 10, aberrant posterior Stau localization 
became more prominent and showed a loosely dispersed 
appearance at the posterior pole (Fig. 4F, J). Again, Osk 
showed a normal localization and even became normally 
internalized into the pole cells (Fig. 4G, J).

Next, I tested the dependence of known segmentation 
genes in the embryo on the complete absence of bcd. A 
prime target was hb whose expression was no longer vis-
ible, and the broad anterior band disappeared (Fig. 4L), as 
did Lgbcd (Fig. 4K). Hence, hb behaved quite differently 
in bcdCRISPR embryos compared to the pattern in the clas-
sical bcd alleles where low-level Hb staining was observed 
[52]. The interpretation at that time was that lgbcd would 
be critically required for the onset of hb, while the weak 
observed hb expression was a consequence of residual 
maternal hb [52]. Cad, on the other hand, behaved as 
expected from the strong bcd classical alleles [49, 58, 
59]. Instead of the shallow posterior-to-anterior gradient 
derived from the maternal cad transcript [49, 60], strong 
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ubiquitous expression along the entire anterior-posterior 
axis was observed (Fig.  4M), suggesting complete dere-
pression of translational control of Cad by bcd [50, 58].

At late blastoderm stage (nc14), in wild-type embryos, 
apart from the broad anterior band, a smaller second 
posterior band of Hb became visible [52]. In bcdCRISPR 
mutants, this band was present and appeared duplicated 
at the anterior (Fig. 4Q), as it did in the strong classical 
bcd alleles, demonstrating that the anterior tissues had 
adopted posterior identity. For Cad, in late nc 14 wild-
type embryos, the shallow posterior to anterior gradient 
disappeared, and, driven by the zygotic cad-promoter, a 
new posterior Cad band showed up [59, 60]. In bcdCRISPR 
mutants, the late posterior Cad domain appeared dupli-
cated at the anterior (Fig. 4R, W), as could be expected 
from data of the strong classical bcd alleles [59]. Kr 

expression in bcdCRISPR mutants was not detectable (data 
not shown), suggesting that the segmental anlagen where 
Kr is expressed in wild-type embryos was absent or not 
defined in the mutants.

I then investigated the impact of bcd on the next class 
of the hierarchy of segmentation genes, the pair-rule 
genes, focusing on fushi-tarazu (ftz) and even-skipped 
(eve), which define even-numbered and odd-numbered 
parasegments, respectively (PS; [61]. The key ques-
tion was how the segmental axis would behave in an 
egg with dramatically altered geometry and a reduced 
number of nuclei. In wild-type embryos, both pair-rule 
genes displayed seven regularly-spaced stripes, each 3–4 
cells wide and showing reciprocal patterns of expres-
sion [62]. In bcdCRISPR mutants, only the posterior tissues 
became specified and appeared duplicated at the anterior 

Fig. 4 Influence of complete absence of bcd on segmentation genes in the embryo. (A-E) bcdCRISPR nc 4 embryo stained for Staufen (A, green), Oskar (B, 
red), DAPI (C, blue) and merge in (D). (E) high magnification of the posterior end after 3-D reconstitution of the whole stack. Staufen is not localized at the 
anterior tip due to absence of bcd mRNA (A, stippled green arrow) and appears loosely associated at the posterior end (E, green arrows). (F-J) bcdCRISPR nc 
10 embryo stained for Staufen (F, green), Oskar (G, red), DAPI (H, blue) and merge in (I). (J) high magnification of the posterior end after 3-D reconstitution 
of the whole stack. Staufen is not localized at the anterior tip due to absence of bcd mRNA (F, stippled green arrow). Osk is no longer uniformly localized 
in the posterior polar plasm (PP) but appears clustered in distinct domains within the PP. (K-O) bcdCRISPR early nc 14 embryo stained for Lgbcd (K, green), 
Hb (L, red), Cad (M, yellow), DAPI (N, blue) and merge in (O). Hb is not activated due to absence of bcd, and Cad is expressed uniformly along the A-P axis 
due to lack of repression by bcd. Note the reduced number of blastoderm nuclei, annotated in (N). (P-T) bcdCRISPR late nc 14 embryo stained for Lgbcd 
(P, green), Hb (Q, red), Cad (R, yellow), DAPI (S, blue) and merge in (T). The late posterior Hb (Q) and Cad (R) bands appear activated at the anterior due 
to adoption of posterior identities at the anterior. (U-Y) bcdCRISPR late nc 14 embryo stained for Ftz (U, green), Eve (V, red), Cad (W, yellow), DAPI (X, blue) 
and merge in (Y) as a 3-D reconstruction of the whole stack. Numbers in (U, V and Y) indicate numbering of parasegments (PS) in their respective color 
of staining. The dashed line in (Y) denotes the mirror plane for the duplication of posterior tissues to the anterior. All embryos are anterior to the left and 
dorsal side up, unless otherwise noted. Note: due to the mounting procedure, embryos are flattened and may appear somewhat rounder than they 
actually are
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(Fig.  2K, L). Consequently, the identity of the pair-rule 
stripes in a bcdCRISPR mutant reflected this behavior. The 
Ftz pattern exhibited a reduced set of stripes, with pos-
terior stripes of PS 14, 12 and 10 present, along with the 
same set added inverted at the anterior side (Fig.  4U). 
Similarly, Eve showed the posterior PS 13 and 11 stripes, 
along with the same set inverted at the anterior pole 
(Fig.  4V). The posterior Cad domain aligned with that 
of the posterior-most Ftz stripe, i.e., PS 14 (Fig.  4W, Y) 
and in the duplicated anterior tissue, congruence of both 
expression domains was maintained.

In a 3-D analysis (Fig. 4Y), it became evident that the 
process of duplication of posterior tissue was not sym-
metrical, not equivalent in size, and not constant along 
the dorsal-ventral (D-V) axis. The mirror plane (Fig. 4Y, 
stippled line) was shifted anteriorly dividing the embryo 
into two halves with a width ratio of 37% vs. 63%. The 
developmental program then converted this asymmetry 
into a larva where the ratio was less pronounced but still 
recognizable (Fig.  2E, F). This plasticity likely occurred 
through embryonic pattern repair mechanisms involv-
ing apoptosis and changes in mitotic domains along the 
anterior-posterior axis, as shown in embryos with a triple 
dose of bcd [63]. Another observation was that the num-
bers of nuclei of the Ftz and Eve bands on the authentic 
posterior side were abnormally high, exceeding those in 
wild-type embryos. The layout and the molecular deter-
minants for the parasegments were altered. In the poste-
rior part, PS 14 and 12 Ftz stripes as well as PS 13 and 11 
Eve stripes measured 5–6 cells instead of 3–4 cells. Few 
of the apparent molecular changes at blastoderm were 
implemented in the remnant abdominal larval cuticle 
(Fig. 2E, F), again likely due to tissue repair [63]. On the 
duplicated anterior part, the opposite was observed: too 
few nuclei, in the range of 2–3, expressed Ftz and Eve, 
with the exception of the anterior-most band of Ftz (PS 
14) which appeared normal compared to wild-type [64, 
65]. A third noteworthy observation was the discrepancy 
of expression along the D-V axis of some bands. This was 
particularly evident near the axis of reflection (stippled 
line in Fig.  4Y). On the dorsal side, the PS 10 Ftz band 
was suppressed, while appears expanded on the ventral 
side. Likewise, PS 11 Eve band appeared fused on the 
dorsal side, but its anterior duplicate was not activated 
on the ventral side. Hence, this data suggested that bcd 
might even have some implications on the determination 
of the D-V axis.

All bcdCRISPR mutant embryos corresponded to range 1 
and 2 embryos in the analysis by [44], where embryonic 
geometry was artificially altered through downregula-
tion of the fat2 gene during oogenesis, resulting in round 
embryos [66]. The analysis of [44] was performed in a 
bcdMiMIC mutant background (Fig.  1D), which unfortu-
nately still retains smbcd+ activity. All segmentation gene 

patterns analyzed in this report (Kr, Hb, Gt (not shown), 
Eve, Ftz) in bcdCRISPR mutant embryos conformed to 
those patterns, suggesting that the genetic condition of 
bcdCRISPR alone was sufficient to provide conditions for 
the analysis under decanalized conditions.

Discussion
For over three decades, the scientific community has 
relied on a phenotype of an important Drosophila pat-
terning gene, bcd, encompassing a plethora of alleles, 
with the strong ones widely believed to be null alleles. 
This gene has served as a paradigm for morphogenetic 
gradients in biology textbooks. However, the incomplete 
description of the phenotype can largely be attributed 
to the inadequate reproduction of the Northern analysis 
in [23] and the striking appearance of the Lgbcd gradi-
ent [4]. The gradient confirmed earlier predictions by 
[2] regarding a morphogenetic substance, as established 
through genetic studies and cytoplasmatic transplanta-
tion experiments. Consequently, everyone was satisfied, 
and the quest for the function of the other bcd isoforms 
became superfluous, leading to complete oblivion of 
smbcd.

In this paper, I have demonstrated a new and funda-
mental feature and function for bcd: its influence on egg 
geometry. The change in the geometry of bcdCRISPR eggs 
prompts the question: What causes this change? Signifi-
cant progress has been made in understanding how the 
egg is shaped during oogenesis and how the egg cham-
ber structure and morphogenesis occur [67–69]. A cru-
cial aspect of these processes is the interplay during the 
growth of the initially round follicle (egg chamber) with 
the surrounding muscle sheath and the basement mem-
brane (BM), which help shape the geometry of the egg 
chamber and to elongate it during growth, collectively 
referred to as the molecular corset [38]. A recent report 
showed that tissue elongation is controlled by a single 
pair of cells at the anterior pole, the pole cells (PCs), 
which secrete matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) that 
senses the degree of tissue elongation [70]. It was con-
cluded that when the anterior PCs increase the levels 
of MMP1, the thickness of the BM fibers increases, and 
the corset becomes more resistant to pressure exerted 
from the growing follicle, leading to expansion along the 
anterior-posterior axis. Since control is exerted from the 
anterior pole, only lgbcd would be in place at the ante-
rior rim of the oocyte [48] to regulate the expression 
of MMP1 in the PCs. However, classical lgbcd mutant 
embryos exhibit a rather normal geometry [17]. Never-
theless, since there is another pair of PCs at the posterior 
pole, these PCs may represent another control center for 
tissue elongation.

It is apparent that the shape of the embryos depends on 
smbcd inputs during oocyte growth. Absence of smbcd 
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only results in short and round embryos (S. B., in prep-
aration). Conversely, in the other extreme case where 
excess smbcd is provided, as seen in bcd+ 5+8 embryos 
[2, 12, 48, 63], the embryo shape changes, showing a 
slight increase in both length and width, typically with 
a pointed anterior end. The aspect ratio often exceeded 
that of wild-type embryos [12]. It can thus be speculated 
that the more copies of smbcd during oogenesis are pres-
ent, the longer and wider the embryo might become. 
Whether this step requires only smbcd or smbcd in con-
junction with lgbcd is currently unclear. Both isoforms 
are translated during oogenesis, suggesting their likely 
action at the protein level [48]; S. B., in preparation).

Regarding bcd being a master regulator of patterning 
processes, a recent report demonstrated that hb acti-
vates bcd in Pair1 neurons, rather than vice-versa [71, 
72]. This finding challenges the traditional view that key 
players in embryonic patterning processes maintain fixed 
roles. Moreover, it indicates a novel role for bcd beyond 
embryonic patterning, challenging our belief that bcd is 
only responsible for the patterning processes during the 
first 14 nuclear cycles in the embryo. Northern analysis 
confirms a more widespread expression (Fig. 1A). Sparse 
and punctated expression of bcd in Pair1 neurons based 
on liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS, [73]) may often 
escape our detection beyond the first 3 h of development. 
In the case of oocyte patterning, hb again is clearly regu-
lated by bcd in its activity in the GV but does not appear 
to be dependent on bcd in its expression in the NCn 
(Fig. 3I).

The splice event leading to smbcd, involving the joining 
of exon 1 to exon 4 and following a phase zero behavior, 
appears to be a highly conserved step during Cyclorrha-
pha evolution, the sub-order where bcd is present in the 
genomes. This phase zero splice event correlates with 
the structure of ancient proteins [74]. Within this sce-
nario, a conserved alternative splicing event exhibits 
increased selection pressure to preserve the frame [75]. 
Consistently, sequences in intron 1 and 3 (flanking exon 1 
and 4, 559 bp and 513 bp in size, respectively) show sev-
eral stretches of elevated sequence identities up to 97% 
among related Drosophilidae. Therefore, a likely con-
served machinery ensures correct splicing and adjust-
ment of the correct ratio between lgbcd and smbcd.

In the past, eGFP-bcd genomic constructs were used 
to demonstrate the full functionality of the construct. 
If successful, it was often stated that …”the construct 
fully rescued a bcd phenotype”. Despite the compelling 
notion of a “full rescue”, relying solely on such a state-
ment is deemed unfair. This is because it does not delin-
eate the defects that may arise when bcd is active. Rather, 
it is the cumulative impact of defects at the blastoderm 
stage and the extensive repair mechanisms during sub-
sequent developmental stages, as elucidated by [63] that 

eventually restore the defects back to wild-type state. 
Therefore, in the interest of fairness, researchers are 
encouraged to meticulously document any defects that 
manifest already at the blastoderm stage.

Notably, classical bcd mutants, previously thought 
to eliminate bcd function, are far from being bcdnull 
mutants. This realization immediately poses two major 
problems: (1) it challenges the interpretation of past 
conclusions drawn from bcd rescue constructs in a bcd 
mutant background. These constructs often lead to an 
imbalance in bcd function, rather than to a return to a 
wild-type situation. For instance, flies with a rescue con-
struct now have four copies of smbcd under such condi-
tions, likely tipping the balance away from wild-type. (2) 
Numerous measurements of the diffusion constant done 
with eGFP-Bcd in the past [7–9, 16, 21, 44, 76–82] can 
no longer be interpreted as resulting solely from Lgbcd 
protein. The signal likely comprises a mixture of the out-
put of two copies of lgbcd and four copies of smbcd. Since 
the size of the protein determines its diffusion, the con-
tribution of Smbcd has the strong potential to perturb 
any eGFP-Bcd read-out. Thus, conclusions drawn regard-
ing the diffusion constant of Lgbcd are likely prone to 
become meaningless.

Much work lies ahead to obtain validated values of the 
true diffusion constants of Bcd isoforms. Most impor-
tantly, those of the Lgbcd and Smbcd alone, and not that 
of the mixture.

Conclusions
This report unveils a new function of bcd in shaping 
egg geometry. The discovery of this novel bcd function 
requires a comprehensive revision of our understand-
ing of this important patterning gene. Furthermore, past 
experiments conducted under the assumption that bcd 
mutants were bcdnull mutants, which they were not, must 
be reevaluated.

Materials and methods
Drosophila stocks and genetics
Complete bcd gene removal and subsequent replacement 
of the gap by a DsRed-Express reporter cassette under 
eyeless control was designed and fabricated by Rainbow 
Transgenic Flies Inc. using proprietary standard technol-
ogy. Special attention was given to designing the guide 
RNAs to ensure that they do not overlap with sequences 
of pseudogene CR14578, which shares 100% identity with 
bcd over a larger stretch. Such an overlap could poten-
tially affect the efficacy of the strategy. gRNA1 target: 
GATCGCAAAAACGCAAAATG-TGG, at the transcrip-
tion start site; gRNA2 target (lower strand), GCTTA-
AAGAGACAACATCAA-AGG, about 40 nucleotides 
upstream of the poly A site. This approach results in the 
deletion of approximately 3485 base pairs from the bcd 
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locus leading to absence of both lgbcd and smbcd, as con-
firmed by PCR and antibody staining for Lgbcd (Fig. 4P) 
and Smbcd (data not shown). The integration of the 
reporter gene within the bcd locus was verified through 
PCR and subsequently confirmed by sequencing. Indi-
vidual fly lines were balanced using the balancer chro-
mosome TM3 Sb, termed bcdCRISPR and exhibited the 
expected behavior, showing a strict maternal phenotype 
as do the strong classical bcd alleles.

Egg morphology (aspect ratio length/width) analy-
ses were done according to [38], using dechorionated 
embryos through a standard bleaching protocol.

The bcd RNAi line in Fig.  2 was Bloomington stock 
number 57458 with the genotype y1 sc* v1 sev21; P[TRiP.
HMC0476] attP40 targeting a sequence in exon 3, hence 
is specific for lgbcd. However, this strain also targets the 
bcd pseudogene CR14578. The strong maternal V32 
driver was used, and crosses were exposed to 29° for 
maximal expression of the transgene. Flies were fed with 
standard fly food (Bloomington recipe).

Cuticle preparations
Embryos were collected in 24  h. interval, incu-
bated > 36  h., dechlorinated in 50% bleaching solution, 
fixed in 25% formaldehyde for > 5  h., devitellinized, 
mounted in Hoyer’s medium and incubated at 65° C for 
3–5 days, as described [12].

Antibody staining
Embryos were heat-fixed for immunostaining to ensure 
a low background during staining. Rabbit-anti-Ftz-anti-
bodies were a gift from Markus Noll, rabbit-anti-Caudal-
antibodies from Paul MacDonald, rabbit-anti-Stau from 
Daniel St. Johnston and mouse-anti-Osk from Zhenping 
Chen. Rat-anti-Hunchback and goat-anti-Cad antibodies 
were from the Asian Distribution Center for Segmenta-
tion Antibodies (Mishima, Japan). The monoclonal anti-
body 2B8 against Eve was from DSHB. DAPI for nuclear 
staining was used at 0.5 mg/ml.

Data analysis
All images were recorded using Zeiss LSM 700 and 710 
inverted confocal microscopes.

Abbreviations
bcd  Bicoid
lgbcd  Large bicoid
smbcd  Small bicoid
nos  Nanos
stau  Staufen
osk  Oskar
lwr  Less-wright
mael  Maelstrom
lamC  Lamin C
cad  Caudal
hb  Hunchback
eve  Even-skipped

ftz  Fushi tarazu
MMP  Matrix metalloproteinase
gRNA  Guide RNA
FISH  Fluorescent in situ hybridization
ARTS  Active mRNA transport, synthesis
SDD  Synthesis, diffusion, degradation
MT  Microtubule
A-P  Anterior-posterior
RNP  Ribonucleoprotein
aa  Amino acid
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Supplementary material 1:Fig. S1 Phenotypic appearance of bcdCRISPR 
mutants. (A) cuticle of a wild-type larva as reference. (B) cuticle of a larva 
from heterozygous bcdCRISPR mothers and (C) anterior tip of the embryo 
in (B) to highlight the weak head phenotype with lack of cuticular pat-
terning of T1 and T2. (D-H) cuticles from homozygous bcdCRISPR mothers, 
illustrating the phenotypic variability, with (G) representing the highest 
percentage for the phenotypic appearance. (D) cuticle where A2-A8 is 
present with a small posterior end of unknown segmental identity and the 
filzkörper (fk) duplicated to the anterior. (E) cuticle where A3-A8 is present 
with a small duplicated posterior end, A7 and the filzkörper. (F) cuticle 
where A4-A8 is present with a duplicated posterior end with unknown 
segmental identity and the filzkörper. (G) cuticle where A5-A8 is present 
with a duplicated posterior end, A7 and the filzkörper. (H) cuticle where 
A6-A8 is present with a duplicated posterior end, A7 and A6, and the 
filzkörper. Red arrow points towards a small circle of denticles infrequently 
observed, as also shown in Fig. 2L. All cuticles are oriented anterior to 
the left and showing the ventral side, unless otherwise noted. Identities 
of segments are indicated as abbreviations wherever identification was 
possible.
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